FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Date: May 9, 2024
Contact: Cynthia Martinez: 559-210-1894/cmartinez@swspr.com

STATEMENT FROM PREDICTABLE POWER COALITION

The following is a statement from Predictable Power Coalition spokesperson Cynthia Martinez regarding the release of the California Public Utilities Commission’s Final Decision on the adoption and implementation of a fixed charge.

“We commend the California Public Utilities Commission for taking action to ensure our state’s equitable transition to a clean energy future for all. By voting today to adopt the fixed charge, the CPUC took a critical step in the right direction towards modernizing the way we are charged for electricity, thereby reducing costs to the state’s most vulnerable families. Thanks to today’s decision, relief is coming for those who need it most.”

###

About the Predictable Power Coalition

The Predictable Power Coalition is a group of community councils, faith-based groups and labor organizations calling for greater electric bill predictability, lower volumetric energy rates and more transparency to support an equitable transition to our clean energy future. Learn more at predictablepower.org.